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This paper is a contribution to a Festschrift in honour of Prof. Dr. I Gusti Made Sutjaja, commemorating at the
same time the occasion of his 70th birthday and retirement on October 2nd 2014. Prof. Sutjaja’s total dedication
to preserve Balinese language and culture, as prominently embodied in his extensive works, particularly on
Balinese lexicography, has been truly inspirational for both of us as his former students. We would like to thank
(in alphabetical order) Alice Gaby and Martin Hilpert for valuable feedback on the first draft of this paper. The
usual disclaimers apply. Correspondence should be addressed to the first author at primahadiwijaya@gmail.com
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This value is the default set by COHA and this study simply uses that default setting. However, for the sake of
the user, that setting is easily modified.

hot x-

2

warm y-

All computations and graphical analyses in this paper have been performed with the open-source programming
language and statistical software R (R Core Team 2014). The data files and R program scripts to reproduce the
graphics in this paper are available from the first author upon request.
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The following items are all nominal collocates of hot and/or warm under analysis: admirer, affection, afternoon, air,
alkali, anger, appreciation, area, argument, arm, ash, attachment, baby, bath, bed, beer, bird, biscuit, blanket, blast, blood, body,
box, bread, breakfast, breath, breeze, brick, broth, brow, bun, butter, button, cake, car, chase, check, cheek, chick, chicken, chili,
chocolate, cider, clasp, climate, cloak, cloth, clothes, clothing, coal, coat, cocoa, coffee, color, commodity, corn, corner, country, cross,
cup, darkness, date, day, debate, desert, discussion, dish, dog, drink, drop, earth, embrace, evening, eye, face, fat, feel, feeling, fight,
filament, finger, fire, fish, flame, flash, flesh, flush, food, foot, forehead, friend, friendship, fudge, fur, gas, girl, glow, glue, good, grasp,
grease, griddle, grill, ground, guy, hand, haste, head, heart, hour, house, hug, indignation, interest, invitation, iron, issue, item, jazz,
kiss, kitchen, lava, lead, lick, light, line, lip, liquid, lunch, mama, market, meal, metal, milk, money, month, morning, music,
mustard, nest, news, night, number, oil, one, oven, palm, pan, pant, part, pavement, pepper, period, pie, pixel, place, plate, platter,
pot, potato, praise, pressure, property, pudding, pursuit, rain, ray, reception, regard, right, rinse, robe, rock, rod, rodder, roll, room,
rum, sand, sauce, sausage, scent, scotch, sea, season, seat, seller, set, sex, shawl, sheet, shit, shot, shower, side, skillet, skin, sleep,
smell, smile, smoke, solution, soup, sox, spell, spot, spring, springs, steam, stock, stone, stove, streak, stream, stuff, sud, suit,
sulphur, summer, sun, sunlight, sunshine, supper, support, supporter, surface, sympathy, syrup, tamale, tar, tea, tear, temper, thing,
thrill, ticket, time, tin, tip, toddy, tone, topic, touch, towel, tribute, tub, valley, voice, waffle, war, wash, water, wave, wax, weather,
welcome, wheel, wind, wine, winter, wire, woman, word, work, zone
4 Spot check in COHA decade of the 1970s to the 1990s has revealed that the disappearance of heart from the
graph is due to its co-occurrence frequencies that are below the minimum cut-off frequency of five set in this
study. The followings are co-occurrence frequencies (in bracket) of heart with hot and warm in the three decades
mentioned: warm heart (4) vs. hot heart (0), 1970; warm heart (3) vs. hot heart (0), 1980; warm heart (3) vs. hot heart (0),
1990. Despite its absence, it is clear that heart still is the common collocate of warm compared to hot in the
respective decades.
5 Similarly to heart, the absence of welcome from the graph in the 1940s also owes to its surprisingly low cooccurrence frequency with warm in the [Adj+N] pattern (only two tokens), which, in fact, is the overall lowest
one across the periods of 1830 to 2000.
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hot girl (1940 [1 token]; 1950 [1]; 1990 [1]; 2000 [7]); hot woman (1990 [2]; 2000 [5]); hot chick (1990 [1]; 2000 [11]);
hot guy (1980 [2]; 1990 [2]; 2000 [18]).
7 URL to the online motion chart resources: http://primahadiwijaya.blogspot.com/2014/07/motion-chartsresources.html
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